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APPARATUS AND METHOD PROVIDING A HAND-HELD SPECTROMETER

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

1. Field of Invention

Embodiments of the invention generally relate to spectroscopy. More specifically, at

least one embodiment relates to a hand-held IR spectrometer.

2. Discussion of Related Art

Many bench-top instruments exist that would find a much wider application if they

could be reduced to a hand-held tool. The hand-held barcode scanner represents one hand-held

tool that has been developed from a bench-top instrument. The barcode scanner was a large

instrument used at grocery checkout stands when it was first developed. Subsequently,

however, the barcode scanner has become a hand-held tool used for reading barcodes wherever

they occur, for example, reading barcodes for the purpose of inventory tracking. The

development of a hand-held instrument from a bench-top instrument generally requires a

substantial reduction in the size and weight of the instrument. Because portable hand-held

tools generally rely on battery power sources, efficient power consumption is also important to

reducing weight by reducing the amount of power required for extended operation. That is,

given the generally heavy weight of battery power sources, efficient power consumption

reduces the amount of battery power required for extended operation and consequently may

result in a substantial reduction in the weight of the hand-held instrument. In addition, to be

useful, the hand-held instrument should maintain a degree of performance similar to that of the

bench-top instrument.

As used herein the term "hand-held" when used to describe an instrument or tool means

a device that can be comfortably held by a user with one or two hands, for example, while

operating the device. A barcode scanning wand provides one example of a commonly used

hand-held device. A hand-held tool may include any of a power cord, a cord that tethers the

hand-held device to a main device, and/or a battery pack or other portable power source that

provides power for the tool's operation.

Spectroscopy is the study of the spectral characteristics of matter, and the use of such

spectral characteristics to obtain qualitative and/or quantitative information about samples of

matter (also referred to herein simply as samples). Conventional spectroscopic techniques may



utilize absorption spectra of matter or reflectance spectra of matter, as determined by the

energy level structures of constituent atoms and molecules, to determine the presence and/or

quantity of such atoms and molecules in the matter.

Instruments used to measure reflectance spectra may be referred to as reflectance

spectrometers. In reflectance spectrometers, information concerning the composition of a

sample is obtained by projecting light onto a surface of the sample and measuring the amount

of the light that is reflected by the sample as a function of wavelength. Because atoms and

molecules have unique reflectance spectra (sometimes referred to as spectral signatures), it is

possible to determine the presence and/or quantity of constituents of the sample of matter, for

example, by determining reflectivity as a function of wavelength. As one of ordinary skill in

the art would understand, use of the term "wavelength" herein, such as when referring to a

wavelength of light that is detected or a wavelength of light from a source, refers to light of the

indicated wavelength and light from a finite band of wavelengths around said wavelengths, as

may be determined by the laws of physics and/or conventional design practices.

There exist numerous types of conventional reflectance spectrometers. Conventional

reflectance spectrometers typically have the following features in common: a light source that

covers a desired band of wavelengths from which spectral signatures are to be determined; a

detector (or detector array) that is sensitive to light in the desired wavelength range; and optical

componentry (e.g., a focusing element) that collects the light after it interacts with the sample

of matter and directs the collected light onto the detector. Additionally, because information is

present in the reflected light as a function of incident wavelength, an apparatus providing

wavelength selection is typically included.

Conventional reflectance spectrometers may employ any of several different

wavelength selection and detection techniques, for example: a monochromator-type

spectrometer projects wavelengths of light sequentially onto a sample; an optical multichannel

analyzer projects multiple wavelengths of light from a broadband light source onto a sample

simultaneously, and then projects the reflected light onto a detector array; and, a filter wheel

spectrometer projects light from a broadband source though each of a series of fixed optical

filters in a sequential manner (e.g., by locating the filters on a motor-driven chopper wheel), to

illuminate a sample with a sequence of different wavelengths of light.

An instrument that currently has a wide range of uses as a bench-top instrument is the

IR spectrometer. The IR spectrometer is employed as an analytical instrument in the food,



pharmaceutical, petroleum, and agriculture industries for identification and quantification of

chemical compounds. The IR spectrometer can also be employed in many other applications.

Although many of the applications for the IR spectrometer would benefit from the availability

of a hand-held IR spectrometer, none exist at present. Further, there have been few attempts to

produce a hand-held IR spectrometer because of the size and power requirements of

components employed in conventional IR spectrometers. One example of a "portable" IR

spectrometer is the Luminar 5030 by Brimrose [www.Brimrose.com]; however, this device

still requires 90 watts of power and is not hand held because it weighs tens of pounds.

The optical requirements and/or the cooling systems of current IR spectrometer designs

are generally incompatible with a lightweight, portable instrument. For example, a

conventional monochromator IR spectrometer includes a grating, a heavy rigid structure to

maintain accuracy while the grating is being rotated, and a drive motor to rotate the grating.

The size, weight and power consumption that results from these components reduces the

likelihood that they can be included in a hand-held instrument. Similarly, conventional Fourier

transform IR spectrometers also include moving parts and require heavy, rigid structures and a

drive motor to operate accurately. The optical multi-channel analyzer or diode array

spectrometer has no moving parts; however, in the IR part of the spectrum, the analyzer

requires that the detector be cooled to meet minimum performance standards. The required

cooling system includes a heat sink and thermoelectric cooler that consume a relatively large

amount of power. Thus, the power consumption of a multi-channel IR analyzer is too great for

it to be employed as a hand-held instrument because a large power source would be required

for its operation.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

In view of the mentioned related art, a hand-held infrared ("IR") spectrometer

according to the invention includes optical components selected for low power consumption,

and processor controlled electronics to maximize the life of a battery power source included in

the spectrometer, and in particular, to provide a hand-held IR spectrometer that is lightweight

and can operate continuously for an extended period to time. According to one embodiment,

the hand-held IR spectrometer meets substantially the same performance levels as a bench-top

IR spectrometer.



According to one embodiment, an IR spectrometer includes a light source adapted to

illuminate a sample with light, a grating adapted to spectrally disperse the light that has

illuminated the sample to provide a dispersed light, a MEMS array adapted to be

electrostatically actuated by a controller to control a diffraction of the dispersed light to

provide a plurality of wavelengths of light, a detector configured to detect the plurality of

wavelengths of dispersed light, and wherein the controller is adapted to control the MEMS

array so as to manage a power consumption of the MEMS array and is further adapted to

control the MEMS array so as to diffract the plurality of wavelengths of light.

According to one embodiment, the IR spectrometer includes a housing sized and

arranged to house the light source, the grating, the MEMS array, the controller, and the

detector in a hand-held device.

In one embodiment, the controller is configured to control the MEMS array such that

the spectrometer is adapted to be operated as a Hadamard transform spectrometer.

According to one embodiment, an IR spectrometer includes a light source adapted to

illuminate a sample with light, a grating adapted to spectrally disperse the light that has

illuminated the sample to provide a dispersed light, a MEMS array adapted to be

electrostatically actuated by a controller to control a diffraction of the dispersed light, a

detector configured to detect the dispersed light, and a battery power source adapted to supply

power to the light source and to the MEMS array, wherein the controller is adapted to control

the MEMS array so as to manage a power consumption of the IR spectrometer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings are not intended to be drawn to scale. In the drawings,

each identical or nearly identical component that is illustrated in various figures is represented

by a like numeral. For purposes of clarity, not every component may be labeled in every

drawing. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates an overview of a layout of optical components in a spectrometer in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2A illustrates a block diagram of the electronics used in an embodiment of the

invention;

FIG. 2B illustrates a block diagram of a MEMS and MEMS driver employed in an

embodiment of the invention;



FIG. 2C illustrates a block diagram of a detector employed in an embodiment of the

invention;

FIG. 3A illustrates a perspective view of an optical module in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 3B illustrates an exploded view of an embodiment of the hand-held IR

spectrometer;

FIG. 4 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a reflectance probe in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention; and

FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate various views of an embodiment of a hand-held IR spectrometer

in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

FIG 6 illustrates an embodiment of a display of the hand-held IR spectrometer; and

FIGS. 7A-B illustrates an embodiment of a process for using the hand-held IR

spectrometer described herein to identify sample materials.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

This invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and the

arrangement of components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings.

The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced or of being carried out in

various ways. Also, the phraseology and terminology used herein is for the purpose of

description and should not be regarded as limiting. The use of "including," "comprising," or

"having," "containing", "involving", and variations thereof herein, is meant to encompass the

items listed thereafter and equivalents thereof as well as additional items.

To be a practical "hand-held" instrument, the IR spectrometer should meet generally

accepted ergonomic standards for such tools. Eastman Kodak's publication [Eastman Kodak

Co. 1983, Ergonomic Designfor People at Work, Lifetime Learning Pub., Belmont, CA.]

describes requirements for hand-held tools generally and includes a recommended maximum

weight of five pounds for hand-held tools. Further, the size/volume of the tool should be small

enough so that the tool is not cumbersome and unwieldy. The above-recommended maximum

weight may also limit the power capacity of the tool, and consequently, the amount of time that

the tool can operate. That is, the weight of a power source generally increases as its power

rating increases, and in particular, the weight of battery power sources becomes quite large

relative to the overall weight of the tool when large amounts of power are required for the



tool's operation. As a result, the power consumption of the tool should be controlled to allow

the tool to be used over an extended period of time (e.g., hours) with a relatively lightweight

power source, for example, a battery power source that is light enough to be employed in a

hand-held tool.

In practice, to be hand held and portable, a spectrometer should contain its own light

source. Light sources, however, consume a considerable amount of power. Thus, the power

consumption of both the spectrometer electronics and the light source are important

considerations when developing a hand held IR spectrometer.

FIG. 1 illustrates optical components 100 employed in an embodiment of a hand-held

IR spectrometer. The optical components 100 includes an optical input 102, a first collimating

mirror 104, a grating 106, a focusing mirror 108, a microelectromechanical system ("MEMS")

110, a second collimating mirror 112, a lens 114, and a detector 116.

In one embodiment, the optical input 102 is an optical fiber that transmits incident light

reflected from a sample undergoing analysis, for example, a sample located in a reflectance

probe. According to one embodiment, light from the optical input 102 is directed via a

multimode optical fiber to the first collimating mirror 104. The first collimating mirror 104 is

employed to insure that light from the optical input 102 includes light waves that travel

substantially parallel to one another. Light incident upon the first collimating mirror 104 is

reflected to the grating 106. According to one embodiment, the grating 106 is a fixed grating

that spectrally disperses the incident light. The dispersed light is directed to a focusing mirror

108 where it is focused onto the MEMS 110.

According to one embodiment, the MEMS 110 is a micro-diffractive MEMS grating

that acts as a spatial light modulator to remove light from the zero order and place it in a higher

diffracted order. The diffracted light is blocked by an aperture from reaching the detector. The

aperture can be located anywhere between the grating 106 and the lens 114 with suitable

adjustment in the size of the aperture depending on the distance that the aperture is located

from the MEMS 110. The zero order light is collected by the focusing mirror 108 and returned

to the grating 106. The reflected light is incident back on the grating 106 where it is

recombined into a single beam. The single beam of light is directed from the grating 106 to the

second collimating mirror 112 that, according to one embodiment, collimates the spectraUy-un-

dispersed light and directs it to the lens 114 where it is focused on the detector 116. It is to be

appreciated that in one embodiment, the system 100 does not include the lens 114.



According to one embodiment, the MEMS 110 is included on a chip and provides a

controllable diffraction grating. As is known by those of ordinary skill in the art, embodiments

of such a controllable diffraction grating may include individually controllable grating

elements that can be employed to provide individual diffraction of an optical signal at selected

wavelengths. According to one embodiment, the MEMS 110 is a micro-diffraction grating

MEMS chip that includes 100 pixels that can be electrostatically actuated (turned on and off)

to control the diffraction of light to provide a plurality of wavelengths of diffracted light. For

example, the MEMS 110 of the invention can be actuated to turn on and off different

combinations of the MEMS elements to diffract a plurality of wavelengths of light incident on

the MEMS array according to the hadamard matrix, which is known to those of skill in the art.

It is to be appreciated that the MEMS 110 of the can be actuated to turn on and off different

combinations of the MEMS elements to diffract a plurality of wavelengths of light incident on

the MEMS array such as disclosed in either of U.S. Patent No. 6,329,738 and U.S. Patent No.

6,724,125, which are herein incorporated by reference. In addition, the MEMS array can be

one or more embodiments of a diffractive MEMS as described in the article entitled

"Diffractive MEMS: a versatile tool" by S. Senturia et al., as published in Laser Focus World

in July 2004 and can be one or more embodiments of a diffractive MEMS as described in the

article entitled "SPECTROMETERS: Digital-transform spectroscopy shows its versatility as

published in Laser Focus World in September, 2005, which are, also herein incorporated by

reference.

ϊn accordance with one embodiment, the MEMS 110 is used as a spatial light

modulator to control the intensity of the light reflected from the MEMS at each of a plurality of

wavelengths, e.g. to reflect light according to the Hadamard matrix. As a result, the MEMS

110 functions as a programmable spectral filter that is controlled by a processor, computer or

other controller (such as controller 218 of Fig. 2A) that can be included in the IR spectrometer.

It is also to be appreciated that the controller need not be part of the hand-held spectrometer,

but instead can be a main controller tethered or wirelessly electronically linked to the hand¬

held spectrometer.

It is to be appreciated that the MEMS 110 provides the spectrometer with a substantial

amount of versatility because the MEMS is programmable. That is, the MEMS 110 can be

programmed so that the IR spectrometer operates as any one of a plurality of different types of

IR spectrometers. For example, in a first stage of operation, the IR spectrometer may operate



in the manner of a scanning monochromator instrument, by employing the MEMS 110 to

sequentially turn on one spectral region at a time for analysis. Further, in a second stage of

operation, the IR spectrometer may perform as a filter wheel spectrometer (without the need

for a natural filter wheel) by using the MEMS 110 to turn on different spectral masks. In

addition, the MEMS 110 can also be programmed so that, in a third stage of operation, a

complete sequence of orthogonal spectral masks (as occurs with a Hadamard transform or a

Fourier transform) can be used and the resulting transform spectrum converted into a real

spectrum using the transform matrix.

In the process of making measurements with a Hadamard or other transform, the

MEMS effectively modulates the light traveling the desired path. In this embodiment, the

desired path results in light being incident on the correct portion of the MEMS 110. For

example, the MEMS 110 does not modulate light traveling an undesired path such as light

striking the wrong portion of the MEMS 110 or not striking a portion of the MEMS 110. Thus,

the MEMS effectively eliminates any contribution to the signal from scattered or stray light,

and dark current. The result of eliminating stray light and dark current is greater measurement

accuracy and stability over a range of temperatures. It is to be appreciated that the hand-held

IR spectrometer of the invention can be configured to accomplish one or more embodiments of

a digital-transform spectrometer ("DTS") employing a programmable diffractive-MEMS chip,

for example, according to the article entitled "SPECTROMETERS: Digital-transform

spectroscopy shows its versatility" by M. Ramani et al. as published in Laser Focus World in

September, 2005, which is, herein incorporated by reference. Such embodiment of the DTS

employs an approach to eliminate the effect of stray light and dark current on spectral

measurements.

It is to be appreciated that one advantage of the above-described embodiment is that the

optical components can be employed in a very lightweight spectrometer because, for example,

there are no moving parts. In particular, a light weight spectrometer is possible because the

MEMS elements move less than a micron in distance. In addition, an advantage of use the

MEMS element as described herein is that only a single detector need be used, in contrast to

for example a detector array, because the MEMS element provides the various diffracted

wavelengths of light to the single detector. This provides an advantage because the single

detector is small and can be cooled with, for example, a half a watt of power (in contrast to a

diode array that requires several watts of power for cooling).



Referring now to FIG. 2A, a block diagram of electronics 217 used in an embodiment

of the IR spectrometer is illustrated. The electronics can include a controller 2 18, a power

management system 220, a programmable logic device 222 (e.g., a FPGA), a lamp driver 224,

a lamp 226, the MEMS 110, a MEMS circuitry 228, the detector 216, a data interface 230, a

user interface 232, and a power source 234.

In general, according to one embodiment, the controller 218 controls the overall

operation of the IR spectrometer. More specifically, the controller controls the exchange of

information on the data interface 230, the operation of the spectrometer through the user

interface 232, the operation of the programmable logic 222, and the power management system

220. In one embodiment, the power management system 220 is included in the controller 218.

According to one embodiment, the controller comprises various software scripts to test the

wavelength of the instrument, to do a self calibration of the instrument, to measure samples to

be measured with the instrument and collect spectral data about the sample. In addition,

according to some embodiments of the invention, the controller 218 can be further provided

with software to identify the material or materials of the sample from the collected spectral

data, such as commercially available chenometric software like "Unscrambler by CAMO,

which identifies the material from models of the spectral data. It is to be appreciated that in

various embodiments, the controller 218 may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware

or a combination of any of these. According to one embodiment, the controller is a computer,

for example, an embedded PC. In one version, the controller 2 18 is an embedded PC that

meets an embedded computer standard such as PC/104. In another embodiment, the controller

218 is a microcontroller.

According to one embodiment, power management of the spectrometer entails

minimizing consumption of the battery power through control of the lamp driver circuit 224

and lamp 226, as well as other components such as the user interface 232 and the MEMS

circuit 228 that may use significant power. For example, the power management system 220

may include a timing circuit that is used to determine when the spectrometer is not being used.

In one embodiment, the lamp 226 and other circuits (e.g., MEMS circuitry 228) which

consume large amounts of power are turned down or off when the spectrometer has been

inactive for a pre-established amount of time. In addition, the pre-established amount of time

can be selected by the user in advance, for example, with the user interface 232. In particular,

the user may preset the amount of time to match the requirements of the specific task in which



the spectrometer is being used. It is to be appreciated that power management of the hand-held

IR spectrometer device need not entail controlling each element that consumes power and can,

for example, comprise turning off the MEMS device but need not turn off the lamp and lamp

driver or other components of the spectrometer. One of ordinary skill in the art should also

recognize additional approaches to manage the power consumption of the electronics 217.

In some embodiments, the power source 234 is a battery power source. In general, a

battery source with a high energy density (for example, 150 W-hrs/kg) should be employed. In

one embodiment, the battery provides a minimum of at least 25W-hrs of energy. In a version

of this embodiment, the power source includes four lithium-ion batteries of 2000 mA-hrs and

3.6V in a battery pack, for example, a lithium-ion battery #18650 supplied by

batteryspace.com. In another version of this embodiment, the power source 234 includes a

battery power source and an AC power source. In particular, the power source 234 includes an

AC power source so that, for example, the IR spectrometer can be connected to a 120 VAC

source via a plug and a cord which can be disconnected from the spectrometer when the IR

spectrometer operates on battery power. It is also to be appreciated that the power source 234

need not include a battery power source.

In various embodiments, the data interface 230 is an Ethernet or a USB data interface

that can be used to upload and download files, for example, to and from the controller 2 18.

For example, the data interface can be used to transfer data in text based files to a remote PC

via a USB connection. In one or more alternate embodiments, the data interface can include a

wireless transceiver for communication between the IR spectrometer and a remote transceiver.

As will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art, the data interface may also support

other types of communication, such as a high-speed USB device.

In various embodiments, the user interface 232 includes a LCD display that provides

feedback to the user concerning the operation of the IR spectrometer. In some embodiments,

the user interface 232 allows a user to input information into the spectrometer, for example, by

selecting one or more control elements (touch screen elements, push buttons, selector switches,

etc.). The user interface 232 may also be used to program the controller 218. The user

interface 232 may also display a wide variety of information concerning both the operation of

the IR spectrometer and data of the sample that is being analyzed with the spectrometer. Some

examples of information that may be displayed include: an indication of a power level of the

power source 234 included in the spectrometer; an indication that the power source 234 is



being charged; an indication whether the spectrometer is being powered by an integral power

source (e.g., battery power) or via an external power source (e.g., it is operating on 120 VAC

power); settings for a sample to be analyzed; information concerning the absorption and/or

reflectance of various wavelengths of incident light on the sample; and the like.

One embodiment of a user interface is shown in FIG. 6. The user interface includes a

color LCD screen 618 and allows for user data entry via 4 navigation buttons 606, 608, 610,

612 and two multipurpose soft-buttons 614, 616. Figure 6 illustrates another embodiment of a

user interface of the IR spectrometer device, which can display, for example, a scan number
1 600 at the top of the display that is taken by the device after pulling the trigger 584 (See Figs.

5A-5C). The display can also provide, for example, a battery charge indicator 604, which is

illustrated at the top left of the display, as well as anything else to be displayed by the IR

spectrometer such as the identification 620 of the material being measured. This embodiment

of the user interface is configured with four buttons 606, 608, 610, 612 oriented in a diamond

configuration that provide for navigation through the various menus of the device as provided

on the display. This embodiment of the user interface is also provided with two soft key

buttons 614, 616 that provide for other functions of the device. As is illustrated in FIG. 6, the

display provides the identity of the material to the user upon completion of the measurement

process as is described herein.

According to one embodiment, the programmable logic device 222 is a field

programmable gate array ("FPGA") that includes programmable logic gates. In a version of

this embodiment, the FPGA provides the interface for control of both the detector electronics

and the MEMS driver electronics by, for example, providing reconfigurable logic employed to

process data from the controller 218. This electronics configuration is only an example of

several possible configurations. Other variations may, for example, include an application

specific integrated circuit ("ASIC") and logic devices known to those of skill in the art.

According to one embodiment, the controller 218, the power management system 220,

the programmable logic device 222, and the lamp driver 224 are all included on a single main

circuit board 219.

Referring now to FIG. 2B, there is illustrated an embodiment of the MEMS device 228

comprising a MEMS device 236 and a MEMS driver 238. According to one embodiment, the

MEMS device 236 is a diffractive MEMS array and the MEMS driver 238 is a switched

voltage array. In this embodiment, the MEMS driver 238 can include a plurality of switched



voltage sources that are used to selectively turn individual diffractive elements of the MEMS

array opticaUy-on and optically-off according to the principles discussed herein to diffract the

incident light. That is, the MEMS driver 238 can b e used to control the MEMS 236 to reflect

selected wavelengths of the light reflected from the sample so that only selected wavelengths

are received by the detector, m a version of this embodiment, the MEMS device 236 is a chip

and both <the MEMS device and the MEMS driver 238 are located on a single circuit board * In

one embodiment, the MEMS driver 238 includes 100 switched voltage sources.

FIG. 2C illustrates a block diagram of one embodiment of detector electronics 240.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the detector electronics 240 include a

photodiode 24 1, an amplifier 242, arid an analog-to-digital ("A/D") converter 244. ϊn one

embodiment, the photodiode 241 is a single-element InGaAs photodiode, In a version of this

embodiment, the photodiode 241 includes a built-in cooler. In one embodiment, the amplifier

242 is a transimpedance amplifier that receives an output voltage from the photodiode and that

amplifies the voltage into a suitable voltage range for the analog to digital converter 244, for

example over the input dynamic range ofthe analog to digital converter.

In particular, according to one embodiment of the detector electronics 240, the

photodiode 24 Ϊ includes an output 246 that provides a signal, corresponding to the detected

light signal, to an input 248 of the amplifier 242. The amplifier 242 amplifies the detected

signal and provides an impedance match to tfte photodiode 241 . The amplifier 242 provides

the amplified signal at an output 250 to an input 252 of the A/D converter 244. The A/D

converter 244 converts the amplified signal to a digital signal and provides a digital signal

corresponding to the amplified signal at an output 254. In a version o f this embodiment, the

photodiode 241 is operated in. a photovoltaic mode while coupled to the amplifier 242.

According to one embodiment, the A/D converter 244 is a 24 bit A/D converter that provides a

dynamic range of approximately 6 orders of magnitude. For example, in one embodiment, the

A/D converter 244 provides a dynamic range of almost a million to one- In a version of this

embodiment, the timing of the switching and A/D conversion is controlled by the

programmable logic device 222.

The electronics illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2C contribute to reducing the weight o f the IR

spectrometer as compared, for example, with bench-top IR spectrometers. It is to be

appreciated that in one or more embodiments, the electronics illustrated in FIGS, 2A-2C

substantially reduce the weight and the size of the IR spectrometer, For example, by using the



MEMS device and a single detector device, ϊn addition, the electronics illustrated in FIGS.

2A-2C substantially reduce the power consumption of spectrometer. More specifically, in one

embodiment, the MEMS 110 is electrostatically driven to draw substantially no current in the

static state, That is, in one embodiment, the MEMS array device consumes substantially no

5 power when the grating elements are not actuated. In addition, the power management system

220 may turn off the power supplied to the MEMS circuit during periods when the

spectrometer is not in use. Ih addition, a low power microprocessor can be used for controller

218 to control all functions of the spectrometer. In one embodiment of the hand-held

spectrometer, total power consumption is maintained at 5W or less when the IR spectrometer is

10 operating,

According to one embodiment, the optical components 100 as described herein are

packaged in an optical module 360 as illustrated in FIG. 3A. The optical module is part of the

hand-held spectrometer as illustrated in the exploded view of Fig. 3B. This embodiment of the

hand-held spectrometer includes a plurality of batteries or a battery pack 302 are housed in a

15 handle portion of an overall housing 306. The handle can be provided with a battery door 308

for access to the battery power source. The hand-held spectrometer also comprises an optics

module 310, such as the optics module discussed above with reference to FIG, 3A. In addition,

the hand-held spectrometer comprises a reflectance probe 312 that will be discussed in further

detail with respect to FIG. 3B. In addition, the hand-held spectrometer includes a PCB board

20 that houses components of the overall device, such as the main board 219 (See FIG. 2A) which

houses the controller, power management and programmable logic devices. The hand-held

spectrometer also includes a plurality of spacers 3 16 that can be used to mount or space various

IC components 318 to the PC board 314. The hand-held spectrometer also includes a trigger

device 320 and various trigger components 322a-c for initiating a calibration or measurement

25 as is described in further detail herein. It is to be appreciated that the exploded view of the

hand-held spectrometer of FIG. 3B illustrates various other components of the -held

spectrometer device such as a power switch 322, various LEDs,, an LCD display, a USB port,

and the like, that are not specifically called out here by reference numbers.

The optical module 360 includes a housing 361, which in a version of this

30 embodiment is an aluminum box with a lid that is black anodized on the inside to help control

scattered light In addition, the optical module 360 includes a fiber input 362, a MEMS board

364, and a detector module 36 . In one embodiment, all of the optical components illustrated



in Fig. i (e.g., the first colliraating mirror 104, the grating 106, the focusing mirror 108, the

MEMS 110, the second collimating mirror 112, the lens 114, and the detector 116) are

included in the optica! module 360, with the understanding that the MEMS 110 is included on

the MEMS board 364 and the detector 116 is included in the detector module 366.

According to one embodiment, flexure mounts, for example, IXF.50 flexure mounts

from Siskiyou, me, are used in the optical module 360 to mount the collimating and focusing

mirrors (e.g., the mirrors 104, 112), ϊn one embodiment, the optical module 360 receives light

from a reflectance probe at the fiber input 362. The fiber input 362 transmits the light from a

reflectance probe in the IR spectrometer to the optical module 360 where the light is directed to

the optical components in the manner described with reference to FIG. 1. As a result, spectral

analysis of a sample is accomplished-

According to some embodiments of the hand-held IR spectrometer, the controller is

configured with script for accomplishing a non-destructive method of measuring the optical

properties of the sample to be measured, for example, by transmitting a desired wavelength or

wavelengths of light to the sample and determining the composition of the sample based on the

amount of light reflected by the sample at various wavelengths. For example, FIG, 7A

illustrates an embodiment of a method 700 of operating an IR spectrometer as disclosed herein.

The spectrometer is turned on at step 702 and allowed to run through its boot up operations

until, for example, the spectrometer device indicates that it is booted up and ready. A next step

704 is a calibration of the IR spectrometer. According to some embodiments, the spectrometer

is provided with a reference device to be placed at the sampling area of the device and

measured for calibration of the device. The test device is measured and the IR spectrometer

calibrates itself according to principles known to those of skill in the art. According to some

embodiments of the invention, the IR spectrometer can also be provided with known materials,

for example carpet materials, and the known materials can be measured with the IR

spectrometer to confirm the spectrometer is correctly identifying the materials. Additionally or

alternatively, according to some embodiments, the IR spectrometer can be provided with a

wavelength calibration device, such as a sample material, that is measured at step 706 to

confirm the device has been properly calibrated. If the device has not been properly calibrated,

steps 704 and 706 can be repeated. If the device has been properly calibrated, the user can

proceed to use the IR spectrometer to measure the material(s) that are to be identified at step



708, and to identify the material with the IR spectrometer device at step 710, as will now be

discussed in further detail with reference to Figure 7B.

Referring to FIG. 7B, a sample is measured by placing the sample at the measurement

area of the IR spectrometer device or alternatively by contacting the IR spectrometer device to

the sample and illuminating the sample with the IR spectrometer device at step 712. Light

reflected by the sample to be measured is collected with the IR spectrometer device at step

714. The IR spectrometer device at step 716 also sets the MEMS device 110 (See FIG. 1) to a

position for providing a wavelength of the reflected light from the sample to the detector 116,

according to any of the measurement transforms that have been discussed herein (e.g.

Hadamard matrix). The detector detects the light provided by the MEMS at step 718 and

determines whether the IR spectrometer has gone through all positions of the matrix at step

720. If the MEMS device has not been actuated through all of its positions that correspond to

the measurement matrix, then the device returns to step 712 to illuminate the sample for

another position of the measurement matrix, and executes steps712-718 until the measurement

matrix has been completed. Once the sample has been measured by the IR spectrometer device

for all positions of the measurement matrix, the device proceeds to extracts the spectrum of the

reflected light from the sample and to determine the identity of the sample material from the

extracted spectrum at step 722. The process is then completed at step 724. The process of

measuring the sample and identifying the material can be repeated for additional samples.

As will be appreciated with further reference to FIGS 5A-5C, the hand-held

spectrometer can be configured to accomplish simple point and shoot operation on a sample to

accomplish the non-destructive method of IR material analysis.

FIG. 4 illustrates a cross section of an embodiment of a reflectance probe 470 that can

be included in an embodiment of a hand-held IR spectrometer to facilitate the measurement of

a sample. In particular, the breakaway view of Fig. 3B illustrates where the reflectance probe

is situated in the hand-held spectrometer. The reflectance probe 470 includes an optical fiber

472, a light source 474 and a removable cover 476. In one embodiment, the light source is a

model L1021 light bulb manufactured by Gilway.

According to one embodiment, the optical fiber 472 is secured to the reflectance probe

470 with a fiber connector (not illustrated) that screws into a sleeve that is held in place by a

set-screw. This fiber configuration helps the assembly process by simplifying the attachment

of the reflectance probe to the spectrometer body.



In order to maintain a relatively low level of power consumption by the IR

spectrometer device, the reflectance probe 470 is designed to illuminate the sample (e.g., a

sample of a solid material) with as much light as possible while minimizing the power

consumption. According to one embodiment, the reflectance probe 470 of FIG. 4 is designed

to place the light source 474 as close as possible to the sample so as to minimize the power

consumption. According to some embodiments, the spectrometer is configured to measure a

diffuse reflectance for a sample. In a version of this embodiment, the fiber 472, that is used to

collect the light, is placed at an angle to the sample surface that is different than the angle of

incidence of the light source to facilitate the diffuse reflectance measurement. In other

embodiments, the spectrometer is configured to measure a specular reflection for the sample.

In a version of this embodiment, the fiber is placed at an angle to the sample such that the

angle of incidence of the light onto the sample and the angle of reflection for the light and fiber

are substantially equal. According to some embodiments, the optical fiber 472 is a 600 um

core multimode optical fiber configured normal to the sample area 478 as illustrated in FlG. 4.

In a version of this embodiment, a lens, such as lens 114 of FIG. 1, is not required to optimize

the light collection process.

In one embodiment of the reflectance probe 470 shown in FIG. 4, the light from the

light source 474 is incident upon the sample area at 45 degrees to normal while the fiber 472

collecting the light is normal to the sample surface and sample area. The fiber 472 is placed at

a distance from the sample surface so that the full field of view of the fiber 472 is filled by the

illuminated surface of the sample. This can be stated mathematically as:

where x is the distance from the fiber tip the sample surface, d is the diameter of the

illuminated sample surface, and NA is the numerical aperture of the fiber 472. For the

configuration shown, the light source 474 can provide excellent illumination of a spot several

mm in diameter while consuming a little over 2W in power. It is to be appreciated that the

probe and the configuration of the light source and the optical fiber are configured to achieve

low power consumption for reflectance measurements. In contrast, generally, light intensity is

less of a problem for transmission measurements because light is not scattered from the sample

as is the case with diffuse reflectance measurements and therefore less signal power is lost with

a transmission measurement than a reflectance measurement.



FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate an embodiment of a hand-held IR spectrometer 580. This

embodiment of the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 includes the optical module 360 as

illustrated in FIG. 3 and the reflectance probe 470 as illustrated in FIG. 4. Referring to FIG.

5A, a side view of the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 is shown where the spectrometer 580

includes a handle 582 and a body 583. According to one embodiment, the power source (e.g.,

batteries) can be located in the handle 582 (see breakaway view of FIG. 3B) and a probe 581

(e.g., the reflectance probe 470) is located at an end of the body 583. In a version of this

embodiment, the probe 581 includes a door 576 that provides access for changing the light

source, e.g., replacing a light bulb. Further, in one embodiment, the hand-held IR spectrometer

580 includes an activation device 584, for example, a trigger that is used by an operator to

begin the measurement (e.g., IR spectral analysis) of a sample. In various embodiments, the

probe can be the previously described reflectance probe 581 or another type of probe such as

transmission probe or a dip probe.

In one or more embodiments, the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 is configured in form

factor so that it can be hand held at least in part because it is light in weight, where for example

it weighs five pounds or less. In one embodiment the hand-held spectrometer is 3.71bs.

Further, according to the power management aspects of one embodiment, the hand-held IR

spectrometer 580 can provide five to eight hours of continuous operation. Further, to facilitate

hand-held use the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 is sized to be easily maneuvered by a user.

For example, in one embodiment, the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 is 10 to 11 inches in

length, 9 to 11.5 inches tall and 5.5 to 6 inches wide.

A top view of one embodiment of the hand-held IR spectrometer 580, illustrated in

FIG. 5B, includes a view of a display 585 and a user interface 530. The user interface 530 may

include a plurality of control elements 586A, 586B, 586C that when selected allow a user to

navigate menus appearing in the display and to select items within the menus. In one

embodiment, the display 585 is a color LCD display screen for displaying, for example,

measurement results and menus for setting up the device and the operation of the controller

(e.g., the controller 218). In another embodiment, the display 585 can be a touch screen that

allows the user to select items appearing in the display by making contact with the region of

the screen where the item appears. It is to be appreciated that other types of displays and user

interfaces can be used and that the IR spectrometer need not include a display. An exploded

view of another embodiment of a display and user interface is illustrated in FIG 6.



A rear view of the hand-held IR spectrometer 580, illustrated in FIG. 5C, provides a

view of a data interface 530 (e.g., a USB port), an indicating light 587, and an on/off switch

588. According to one embodiment, the data interface 530 is used to upload and download

files. The indicating light may be used to indicate a variety of operating conditions of the

hand-held IR spectrometer 580, for example, the on/off state of the spectrometer, the sampling

state of the spectrometer, the state of the power source, and the like. In operation, in an

embodiment employing a reflectance probe, a sample is placed in front of a hole located in

front of the probe 581, and the activation device 584 may be selected by the user to take a

spectral measurement of the sample. In one embodiment, the indicating light provides an

indication at the completion of a measurement.

Embodiments of the spectrometer 580 can be used to sample solids, liquids or both

solids and liquids with a performance that is comparable to bench-top IR spectrometers. For

example, in one exemplary embodiment, the spectrometer 580 configured as discussed herein

has the following operating specifications: a spectral range of 930-1690 nm; an absolute

wavelength accuracy of ± 0.6 nm, at a fixed temperature (with parabolic fit); a pixel spacing

resolution of 8 nm; an optical resolution of 12 nm; a stray light level of less than 0.01%

transmission of 10 mm water at 1445 nm using a Halogen lamp and a RGT 850 filter; a

dynamic range of 10,000 single acquisition with optimum light levels; a photometric stability

of better than 0.05% over 6 hours; a measurement time of less than 10 milliseconds per

spectral mask and less than 1 second per spectrum; a mini USB hardware interface; a 24 bit

A/D converter; a power consumption of 5 Watts during measurements; a single InGaAs

detector; an operating temperature range of -5 to 40 degrees C; and a storage temperature range

of -40 to + 85 degrees C. The preceding specification is an example of one embodiment. Any

one or any combination of the preceding specifications may vary in one or more embodiments

of the invention. For example, the spectral range may be configured to be broader. One

embodiment of a hand-held spectrometer has the following operating specifications: a spectral

range of 1000-1 600 nm and from 1600-2400nm; a pixel spacing resolution of 6 nm at the first

wavelength range and 8nm at the second optical range ; and an optical resolution of 8nm at the

first wavelength range and 12 nm at the second wavelength range.

Further, embodiments of the hand-held IR spectrometer 580 may include a wireless

interface and/or a built-in wavelength reference integral to the spectrometer 580.



Embodiments of the IR spectrometer comprising a light source adapted to illuminate a

sample with light, and a grating adapted to spectrally disperse a light that has illuminated the

sample to provide a dispersed light, and a MEMS array adapted to be electrostatically actuated

by a controller to control a diffraction of the dispersed light, and a detector configured to detect

the dispersed light, and a battery power source adapted to supply power to the light source and

to the MEMS array, wherein the controller is adapted to control the MEMS array so as to

manage a power consumption of the IR spectrometer.

What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. An IR spectrometer comprising:

a light source adapted to illuminate a sample with light;

a grating adapted to spectrally disperse the light that has illuminated the sample to

provide a dispersed light;

a MEMS array adapted to be actuated by a controller to control a diffraction of the

dispersed light to provide a plurality of wavelengths of light;

a detector configured to detect the plurality of wavelengths of light; and

wherein the controller is adapted to control the MEMS array so as to manage a power

consumption of the MEMS array and is further adapted to control the MEMS array so as to

diffract the plurality of wavelengths of light.

2. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a switched voltage array responsive

to the controller and coupled to the MEMS array.

3. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the MEMS array includes a plurality of

grating elements, and wherein the controller is adapted to provide at least one signal to control

an operation of one or more of the grating elements.

4. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the controller and the MEMS array are

configured so as to control the MEMS array to draw substantially zero current when the

MEMS array is in a static state.

5. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the detector is configured to be cooled with .

less than one watt of power.

6. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a driver circuit, responsive to the

controller, the driver circuit adapted to control an operation of the light source to minimize a

power consumption of the light source.

7. The IR spectrometer of claim 6, wherein the controller controls the driver circuit so that

the power consumption of the light source is less than 3 Watts.



8. The IR spectrometer of claim 1 wherein the controller is configured to control the

operation of at least the MEMS array and the light source of the IR spectrometer so that an

average power consumption of the IR spectrometer when in use is less than 5 Watts.

9. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a probe that includes the light

source.

10. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the probe is configured to provide the light to

the sample and receive the light from the illuminated sample.

11. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a lithium ion battery power source.

12. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the IR spectrometer comprises a connector

configured to connect to an AC power cord.

13. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the detector includes a photodiode.

14. The IR spectrometer of claim 13, wherein the detector further includes a

transimpedance amplifier and an Analog to Digital converter.

15. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to control the

MEMS array such that the spectrometer is adapted to be operated as a scanning

monochromator.

16. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to control the

MEMS array such that the spectrometer is adapted to be operated as a filter-wheel

spectrometer.

17. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to control the

MEMS array such that the spectrometer is adapted to be operated as a Hadamard transform

spectrometer.



18. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a housing sized and arranged to be

held in a hand and to house the light source, the grating, the MEMS array, the controller, and

the detector.

19. The IR spectrometer of claim 18, wherein the IR spectrometer is configured to be less

than 5 pounds.

20. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to identify the

sample material from the light that is reflected from the sample.

2 1. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, further comprising a data interface coupled to the

controller and wherein the controller and data interface are configured to transfer data from the

spectrometer to a remote processor.

22. The IR spectrometer of claim 1, wherein the spectrometer is configured to operate over

a wavelength range of less than about 2400nm.
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